OneClinton OneBook Trivia: How well do you know *The Princess Bride*?

1. What flavor did Miracle Max give the miracle pill?

2. Who killed Inigo Montoya's father?

3. What television role is the director of the movie most famous for acting?

4. What poison did the Man in Black use on the Sicilian?

5. Why did Vizzini abduct Buttercup?

6. Who is S. Morgenstern?

7. What is the Sicilian's favorite phrase?

8. Why does Prince Humperdink want to kill Buttercup?

9. What is the difference between Mostly Dead and Almost Dead?
10. What is an R.O.U.S.?

11. What is the clergyman's speech impediment?

12. What principality does the Prince of Florin want to invade?

13. Why did Prince Humperdink want to marry a farmer's daughter?

14. What was the name of Prince Humperdinck's father?

15. From whom did the author claim to have first heard the story of the *Princess Bride*?

16. What is the difference between the ending of the book and the movie?

17. What is the name of Buttercup's horse?

18. What are Westley's aliases?

19. What was William Goldman's title for the unwritten sequel to *The Princess Bride*?